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Challenge Owner: SCiO

SCiO delivers bespoke AI-enabled services for the disruption of the agri-food value
chain.

Context

Research data of the broader agri-food sector are routinely collected in-field and,
furthermore, carry geolocation information often at the parcel (in the case of field
tests) and ship (in the case of fishery monitoring) levels. Inevitably, there is a large
probability that the originally collected data carry Personally Identifiable Information
in different modalities and levels. Common cases are producer/staff names,
farm/house locations, vessel IDs and geolocation and the presence of clearly
identifiable faces in pictures and video recordings.

To allow publication and exchange of such data, it is imperative that this type of
information is reliably identified in the datasets and the owner of the dataset is
appropriately notified on the presence of PII in their data.

Challenge

The objective is to produce flexible AI components are able to identify PII in different
types of datasets pertaining to agriculture and mariculture and handle them at two
stages: notify the user on the presence of PII in specific locations/files within a
dataset and propose ways to obfuscate the discovered PII without affecting the
analytical value of the dataset.

Datasets are semi-structure or unstructured and thus require a comprehensive
analysis across their content to locate and identify PII.

Expected demonstration:

https://www.ai4eu.eu/www.scio.systems


1. 1- Detect PII in multi-modal  semi-structured and unstructured  documents
2. 2- Propose to the user the best ways to anonymize the data
3. 3- Learn from the user’s choices for handling different PII cases (e.g. faces,

names, geoinformation) and accordingly adapt the system  to effectively
handle similar PII occurences in the future, thus preserving the value of the
dataset for the user

The difficulty of the tasks follows a logical progression, from detection to solution
suggestion and, ultimately, human-informed, value-preserving action.

Available datasets:

Solution development will be carried out over data exposed via CGIAR’s GARDIAN
platform (https://gardian.bigdata.cgiar.org/), developed and managed by SCiO, with
its data index updated at a weekly basis. SCiO provides an OpenAPI to
programmatically access the data (nearly 200,000 publications and 40,000 different
datasets).

https://gardian.bigdata.cgiar.org/

